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  The VMR is a virtual observatory that enables 
scientific analysis of numerical model results.  A 
variety of model results are made available in a 
consistent and intuitive way through visualization 
tools and data/model comparisons.  Open access to 
most model output is provided. 

  The VMR enables browse/search of model output and 
satellite data for time periods of scientific interest.  
Data discovery and exchange is coordinated through 
various APIs from multiple sites to bring in the 
relevant data for visualization. 

  Collaborate by sharing plots and movies or 
commenting in run wikis. 
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  Models 
◦  CCMC event runs 
◦  SWMF runs at 

Michigan 
◦  GITM 
◦  HEIDI 
◦  AMIE 
◦  IRI (from CCMC) 

  Data 
◦  Kyoto Dst 
◦  SWPC F10.7 
◦  CDAWeb 
◦  Madrigal (CEDAR) 
◦  DMSP 
◦  Magnetospheric 

satellite magnetic field 
plotting 
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  We have a long history of collaboration between 
Michigan and the CCMC, going back to 2000. 

  The CCMC has the largest collection of model 
output, and was the first group the VMR collaborated 
with when it was created. 

  The VMR mostly interacts with “event” data for 
Earth’s global magnetosphere runs, though it is also 
using other CCMC resources (ie. IRI runs). 
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The VMR homepage allows you to quickly get to the 
information you want.   You can filter the search by 
date, data type, and region of space, or just jump to a 
specific type of data and refine the search further there. 
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Visualization of magnetic field data from many satellites 
is provided, with instructions to use autoplot.   
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  Many plots are now 
   created with autoplot  
   (http://autoplot.org) 
◦  You can take the  
   custom URL and view 
   the data yourself. 
◦  You can also 
   download the .vap 
   file and load it into 
   autoplot to then 
   further customize 
   the plot yourself. 
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The Community Coordinated Modeling Center is a 
great resource for its run-on-request model collection.  
CCMC has visualization tools to view the model 
results, but few tools for data/model comparisons.  The 
CCMC website links to the VMR for that capability.   
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The Earth magnetosphere event run catalog at CCMC 
is searchable in the VMR.   
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View a specific run and you can see the satellite 
extractions made from the model output and make the 
data/model comparisons.  You can 
also view other model variables.   
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  You can now 
compare multiple 
runs with data 
including RMS 
errors. 
  You can also 
load the data 
into autoplot 
to make more 
detailed analysis. 
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  The more you use automated scripts to process and 
use the data products, the more small errors you will 
find. 

  Errors such as missing files, NaNs, incorrect date 
formats, etc. will cause scripts to die. 

  The VMR is working to report these glitches, and this 
has led to more consistent and accurate data 
products from the CCMC. 
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Timelines are a new tool under development.   
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Scroll in time, click on an item, go to plot or wiki page.   
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Wiki page enables open comment and discussion.   
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The timeline tool is a great visual way to see all of the 
runs at CCMC for a given time period. 
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  Timeline and wiki tools are a big focus and will see 
active testing from Cassini and Rosetta missions this 
summer. 

  Comparing multiple runs with data, including RMS 
errors, will continue to be developed and improved. 

  We will be working with the CCMC to make 
heliospheric model output available with data/model 
visualization. 

  We are collaborating with Rice to make stand-alone 
RCM runs available through the VMR. 

  The CEDAR community conducting new data/model 
validations and we will provide tools to support that 
effort. 20 


